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REP: A. BRUS 8728 (IN 682LJ)*

B. WAVE 4416 (IN 20924)++

1. IN VIEW REFF A REQUEST JENKINS CABLE SOONEST INFO PREL. FULL DETAILS OF DEBRIEFING (MIXIT) ON DISCLOSURE TO IDEN A REFF B. AND (MIXIT) CONTENTS ON POINTS REFF A.

2. FOR BRUS OUR INFO (MIXIT) ALREADY BRUS. PREPARE NOT USE SANSBURY UNLESS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.

END OF MESSAGE

WE CONFIRM: THAT RESEARCH MAY MENTION (MIXIT) ACTIVITIES PERMITTED TO AMBASSADOR BRUS, WHO NOT WITING. REQUESTED FULL DETAILS (MIXIT) DISCLOSURE TO RESEARCH AND PREPARE REACTION.

++JENKINS DEBRIEFED (MIXIT) ON THE MATTER
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